
 

 

 

To:                                                                                                                                                                       August 24th 2018 

Local Planning Appeal Tribunal  
655 Bay Street, Suite 1500 
Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1E5 
 
Attention: Mary Ann Hunwicks: Registrar 
 
and 
 
The City of Greater Sudbury 
200 Brady Street,,  
Sudbury, Ontario, P3B 5P3 
 
Attention: Clerks Office 
 
To Those Concerned: 
 
Please find enclosed and attached paper copies of Appeal Record and Case Synopsis and required related material and 
reference to Enhanced Municipal Record in the subject matter below described, and also a USB key containing the same 
plus the Enhanced Municipal Record.  
 
CopList o PL180494 
File Number: PL180494 
Related File Number(s): PL180495, PL180496, PL180497 
Municipality: City of Greater Sudbury 
Municipal Number: 51-6/17-26 (PL180496) 
Property Location: Lots 9, Concession 4 
Applicant: 1916596 Ontario Limited 
Appellant: Minnow Lake Restoration Group Inc. 

 
John Lindsay,  
President, Minnow Lake Restoration Group 
1439 Bancroft Drive 
Sudbury, Ontario  
705-507-6037 
Info.minnowlake@gmail.com 
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Case Number: PL180494 
File Number: PL180494 
Related File Number(s): PL180495, PL180496, PL180497 
Municipality: City of Greater Sudbury 
Municipal Number: 51-6/17-26 (PL180496) 
Property Location: Lots 9, Concession 4 
Applicant: 1916596 Ontario Limited 
Appellant: Minnow Lake Restoration Group Inc. 
 

Page 1:  Appeal Record as per LPAT Rule 26.12.                             August 24th 2018 

a) Table of Contents 

1. Copy of Notice of Appeal – reference “municipal record”  
2. Copy of Notice of Decision – reference “municipal record” 
3. List of portions of the “municipal record”’ which will be referenced 
4. Qualified Opinion representation 
5. List of policy provisions 
6. Chronology  
7. Other related material not included in “municipal record” 

 
 

b) Copy of Notice of Appeal: Item 1.Municipal Record 

c) Copy of Resolution of Council: Item 3 Municipal Record 

d) Relevant Documents: Item 11 in Municipal Record 

e) Qualified Opinion  

f)  List of relevant and applicable policy provisions 

g) Chronology  

 

In addition: a) b) c): Other relevant documents and material 
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1. Copy of Notice of Appeal: Municipal Record – Item 1 

 
2. Copy of Notice of Decision- Resolution: Municipal Record – Item 3  

 
3. Relevant Documents – Municipal Record – Item 11 – sub numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7 and 9.   
 

4. Qualified Opinion Representation: Dr. Richard Denton – Brad Bowman – 
affidavits provided and attached. 
 

5. List of Relevant and Applicable Policy Provisions:  
 

Provincial Policy Statements:  

1.1.3 Settlement areas, and all subsections related to “the interest of all communities o 
fuse land and resources wisely, to promote efficient development patterns, protect 
resources wisely, to promote efficient development patterns, protect resources, promote 
green spaces, ensure effective use of infrastructure  and public service facilities and 
minimize unnecessary public expenditures”.:  

1.6.6.7 Planning for storm water management shall: a) minimize, or, where possible, prevent 
increases in contaminant loads c) not increase risks to human health and safety and property 
damage  

2.2.1 Planning authorities shall protect, improve or restore the quality and quantity of 
water by: a) using the watershed as the ecologically meaningful scale for integrated and 
long-term planning, which can be a foundation for considering cumulative impacts of 
development; e) implementing necessary restrictions on development and site alteration  
 
1. Protect all municipal drinking water supplies and designated vulnerable areas; 
and h) ensuring storm water management practices minimize storm water 
volumes and contaminant loads, and maintain or increase the extent of vegetative 
and pervious surfaces. 

2.2.2 Development and site alteration shall be restricted in or near sensitive surface 
water features and sensitive ground water features such that these features and their 
related hydrologic functions will be protected, improved or restored. Mitigated 
measures and/or alternative development approaches may be required in order to 
protect, improve or restore sensitive surface water features, sensitive ground water 



features, and their hydrologic functions.  

 
Provincial Policy Statements (Continued) 

1.6.7.1 Transportation systems should be provided which are safe, energy 
efficient, facilitate the movement of people and goods and are appropriate to 
address projected needs.  
1.6.7.3 As part of a multimodal transportation system connectively within and among 
transportation systems 
and modes should be maintained and, where possible, improved including 
connections which cross jurisdictional boundaries  
1.6.7.4 A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize 
the length and number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit and 
active transportation 
 

Provincial Growth Plan 6.3.5 The Province will work with the federal government, 
municipalities and others to include measures to protect and preserve air quality, 
water quality and quanity and natural heritage in planning for climate change impacts 
and environmental sustainability. 
 
Also Note:  
 
The CGS Water and Wastewater Master Plan which states that “Ramey Lake is a vulnerable 
water supply and may not be sustainable in the future due to water quality threats as 
documented in Source Water Protection documentation described in the Water baseline Review 
Report (WSP, 2015)”. 
 
The land use requires a Risk Management Plan, as identified in Part IV of the Clean Water Act, 
2006 to protect existing and future sources of drinking water, to be carried out within a 
vulnerable area. The Risk Management Plan is required to manage the future threats related to 
the handling and storage of road salt, the onsite application of road salt, and the storage of snow. 
A Risk Management Plan must be agreed to or established before a Section 59 Notice of 
Clearance to proceed will be issued. A Section 59 Notice is required before the Development 
Application may receive final approval 
 
g) 

 Application to Amend the Zoning By-Law – November 29th 2017 

By Law Passed by City Council – April 24th 2018 

Minnow Lake Restoration Group Appeal – May 14th 2018 

Notice of “valid” appeal from LPAT – August 8th 2018 



Case Number: PL180494 
File Number: PL180494 
Related File Number(s): PL180495, PL180496, PL180497 
Municipality: City of Greater Sudbury 
Municipal Number: 51-6/17-26 (PL180496) 
Property Location: Lots 9, Concession 4 
Applicant: 1916596 Ontario Limited 
Appellant: Minnow Lake Restoration Group Inc. 

John Lindsay, 1439 Bancroft Drive P3B-1R6 
705-507-6037 – johnl.fdi@gmail.com 

   
Page 1 – Case Synopsis as per LPAT rule 26.13                          August 24th 2018 
 
 b) Summary of Application:  
   
Amendment of Zoning By Law – Enhanced Municipal Record Item 2 – Rezoning for 
Parking Lot including Roads, Traffic and Transportation 
 
c) Decision of Council: 
 
 Enhanced Municipal Record Item 3 – Notice of Passing  
 
d) Nature of the Appeal:  
 
Specifically to address concerns related to non-observance of Provincial Policy 
Statements under the Planning Act and in particular those in variance of the following: 
1.1.3, 1.6.6.7, 2.2.1 2.2.2, with regards to ecological concerns and 1.6.7.1, 1.6.7.3, 
1.6.7.4 with regards to Transportation systems and Active Transportation applicable to 
the site.   

It should be noted that while this appeal focuses on parking areas and transportation 
issues related to the rezoning for parking, it is done so in recognition that parking is 
required both within the development proposed for the Casino/Hotel and 
Entertainment/Arena and also on adjacent property. This appeal should be considered 
with reference to related appeals and the potential for future development that could 
pose additional environmental threats and transportation challenges which will 
elaborated upon.in this appeal submission.  

e) Review of facts:  

As evidenced in The Enhanced Municipal Records Items 2 and 3 the rezoning 
application and subsequent approval by City Council resulted in an appeal being 
submitted by the Minnow Lake Restoration Group and declared “valid” by the LPAT 
screening process on August 8th 2018.   

mailto:johnl.fdi@gmail.com


 

Page 2:  Note paragraph numbering commences following Statements  

e) Review of Facts: (continued) 

There are two primary issues: (A) Threat of increased salt pollution to Lake Ramsey as 
the subject property and parking area is located in the Lake Ramsey watershed. (B) 
Parking area volume and related roads, traffic and transportation concerns.  

A. Relevant Provincial Planning Statements with respect to Lake Pollution: 

 1.6.6.7 Planning for storm water management shall: a) minimize, or, where possible, 
prevent increases in contaminant loads c) not increase risks to human health and safety 
and property damage  

2.2.1 Planning authorities shall protect, improve or restore the quality and quantity of 
water by: a) using the watershed as the ecologically meaningful scale for integrated and 
long-term planning, which can be a foundation for considering cumulative impacts of 
development; e) implementing necessary restrictions on development and site alteration 
to: 1. protect all municipal drinking water supplies and designated vulnerable areas; and 
h) ensuring storm water management practices minimize storm water volumes and 
contaminant loads, and maintain or increase the extent of vegetative and pervious 
surfaces.  
 
2.2.2 Development and site alteration shall be restricted in or near sensitive surface 
water features and sensitive ground water features such that these features and their 
related hydrologic functions will be protected, improved or restored. Mitigated 
measures and/or alternative development approaches may be required in order to 
protect, improve or restore sensitive surface water features, sensitive ground water 
features, and their hydrologic functions.  

Provincial Growth Plan 6.3.5 The Province will work with the federal government, 
municipalities and others to include measures to protect and preserve air quality, 
water quality and quantity and natural heritage in planning for climate change impacts 
and environmental sustainability.  
 
1. Reference: Municipal Record item 0 – Request for Decision – pages 102 – 104. It is 
our position and that of recognized authorities that there are no management practices 
that can protect against salt runoff from the parking areas and new streets required for 
the development entering the watershed and subsequently Lake Ramsey, drinking 
water supply for over 50,000 city residents and a major recreational park area.  As 
shown in Exhibit one attached the parking area is to be located within the Ramsey 
lake Watershed including “recharge” areas. Parking lots are recognized as major 
sources of salt.  Exhibit two attached shows the salt concentration level illustration  
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from the current City Ramsey Lake sub-watershed study and a Health Unit advisory 
notice. Exhibit three attached provides professional opinion that salt cannot be 
effectively or economically removed by any mitigation methods. Exhibit four attached 
provides an expert opinion from a medical professional with respect to the harmful 
health effects associated with elevated salt levels. Exhibit five attached report on 
expert panel discussion on the subject sponsored by local Watershed Alliance.  

 
B. Comments and related Provincial Policy Statements related to Parking Areas 
and Roads, Traffic and Transportation. 

2. The application provided only minimal and superficial comments under the 
heading “Transportation Systems” – Enhanced Municipal Record – Planning Report 
Item 11 – page 101and it is only in Appendix #1 – Roads, Traffic and Transportation 
– pages 108 – 113 is this matter examined in any detail, and our comments are 
compatible with those of Roads, Traffic and Engineering and we are of the opinion 
that there are sufficient concerns related to Provincial Policy Statements noted 
below:  Also referenced are Appendix planning Justification, Traffic Impact Study, 
Peer Review Comments – Traffic Impact Study – Memo- Post event exit time vs 
processing time and Addendum to Traffic Impact Study all of which contain 
observations that are elaborated upon in this submission. .  

1.6.7.1 Transportation systems should be provided which are safe, energy 
efficient, facilitate the movement of people and goods and are appropriate to 
address projected needs. 
  
1.6.7.3 As part of a multimodal transportation system connectively within and among 
transportation systems and modes should be maintained and, where possible, 
improved including connections which cross jurisdictional boundaries  
 
1.6.7.4 A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize 
the length and number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit 
and active transportation.  

3. A number of traffic studies were carried out with respect to the application and all 
arrived at basically the same conclusion, which indicated that there will be certain 
congestion situations on roadways and streets serving the area with the development 
of the Casino/Hotel and Arena/Entertainment venues and will become more of a 
problem with any future development on this and adjacent property. These concerns 
are presented in more detail as follows:  

4. Volume and capacity need assumptions were based primarily on projected 
attendance levels for OHL games at the arena and for spaces required for the casino 
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and hotel. However, reports evaluating subsequent development of the entire property 
identified as the “business park” referenced in the Appendix documents would 
contribute to the total traffic volumes as would the creation of twin ice pads as 
considered for the future and as mentioned in Enhanced Municipal Record Item 11 
Planning Report, a motorsports park and other entertainment facilities such as a 
watersports park requiring possibly up to 7,000 parking spaces.    

Also it should be noted that no allowance is given for parking that might be required for 
the Festival Square, part of the development that was recently the subject of public 
meeting to determine possible uses, some of which would attract significant numbers 
that would arrive by vehicle and if such events were to take place at the same time as 
other activities there would be a parking deficit 

5. Note: All references are quoted from the City Planning Document as part of the 
Enhanced Municipal Record – Item 11.Planning Report – Appendix 1 pages 108 - 113 
and also items 1 to 7 in the planning report being Traffic Impact Study, Comments from 
Peer Review, Planning Justification, Traffic Input Study, Peer Review Comments, 
Memo Post event exit times and Addendum to Traffic Impact Study 

6. While OHL attendance is estimated to be on average not more than 4,000 
spectators, attendance for other events such as concerts can approach capacity 
(5,800) which would substantially affect traffic volumes, and those intersections and 
arteries described as being as or above capacity would be more severely affected. 
However, it was “assumed” according to the report that “these events “would be 
infrequent enough that the hockey analysis would govern the analysis”. This despite 
the fact that these sold out events would require parking space in excess of that 
predicted for OHL hockey events for which there does not appear to be any provision.  

7. It is apparent in the traffic study reports that existing congestion situations and those 
predicted due to possible future growth will continue to exasperate the situation despite 
proposed changes to traffic light timings and in certain instances creation of additional 
turning lanes are not possible due to “geometric constraints” 

8. The background traffic analysis indicates that, with some adjustments to the traffic 
signal timing, the intersections of the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road and the Kingsway 
at Barry Downe Road will operate near full capacity. The analysis indicates that the 
addition of the business park trips will put these intersections over capacity. No 
mitigation measures are recommended other than the need to accelerate construction 
of road links identified in the Transportation Master Plan to divert traffic away from these 
two intersections “. It is further mentioned that “Staff are satisfied that there is sufficient 
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capacity in the transportation network to support the vehicle trips being generated by 
the arena, casino and hotel during the afternoon peak hour. However, with the volume 
of vehicles expected to be generated by the business park, the study has identified that 
the intersections of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road and the Kingsway at 
Falconbridge Road do not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected total 
volume of vehicles.  

9. It is interesting to note that the study has recommended that capacity constraints be 
mitigated by accelerating the construction of new roadway links that are identified in the 
Official Plan, specifically, the northerly extension of Street C and westerly connection to 
Falconbridge Road and the bypass around New Sudbury from Highway 17 to Maley 
Drive”. One of these road links would be the extension of Maley Drive to the Kingsway 
which consultants indicate would only offer partial relief as quoted “The Kingsway 
intersections at Barry Downe Road and at Falconbridge Road are also both expected to 
be constraints during the typical weekday PM peak hour. The Maley Drive extension will 
reduce volumes on the eastbound left turn at both intersections and thereby increase 
capacity on the opposing westbound movements; however, the westbound approaches 
will continue to be over capacity under total future conditions. The westbound through 
and right turn movements at Barry Downe Road are both expected to be 9% over 
capacity, and the westbound through movement at Falconbridge Road is expected to be 
17% over capacity. This would be a regular occurrence and would therefore be less 
acceptable than a similar deficiency associated with a few sold-out events per year at 
the arena.”  

10. However, the construction of new roadway links are discounted in the consultant’s 
report and indicate there could be consequences even if and when developed 
“Additional road connections north of the site are envisioned in the city’s TMP, but those 
are identified as long-term potential links beyond the horizon of this study. Under future 
background conditions (i.e., without the proposed development in place), the 
intersections in the western part of the study area (involving Barry Downe Road and 
Falconbridge Road) are anticipated to have capacity, level of service and/or storage 
constraints on some movements. In particular, the Kingsway intersections with 
Falconbridge Road and Barry Downe Road are key focal points with substantial 
volumes on left turn movements to and from the north. An opportunity may exist for 
some west-oriented site traffic to divert to Bancroft Drive, which has surplus eastbound 
capacity available at Second Avenue. However, this would result in additional traffic 
pressure on residential collector roads, and also would result in the northbound direction 
exceeding capacity at Levesque Street and the Kingsway”. (page 109) 
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11. Even without “business park” traffic to any significant extent the consultant’s report 
indicates “During the pre-game peak hour, it is expected that approximately 2,285 
vehicles will be travelling to the site to attend the event. This value considers that 5% of 
event goers will utilize transit and that a small percentage of event goers will be people 
who work within the proposed business park or are already at the casino. During the 
pre-game peak hour, this volume of vehicles exceeds the capacity of the intersections 
of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road and the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road.  

12. Specifically, at the intersection of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road, the 
southbound left turn movement and eastbound through movement have been identified 
as not having sufficient capacity to accommodate this expected volume of vehicles. For 
the southbound left turn movement, vehicle queue lengths are expected to extend to 
approximately Palm Dairy Road, while for the eastbound through movement, queue 
lengths are expected to extend just beyond the driveway entrance which serves the Keg 
Steakhouse and Bar and other commercial properties. In addition, each southbound left 
turning vehicle is expected to be delayed 110 seconds before being able to travel 
through the intersection, while each eastbound through vehicle is expected to be 
delayed 78 seconds. Similar capacity constraints are identified at the intersection of the 
Kingsway at Falconbridge Road. Both the southbound left turn movement and 
eastbound through movement have been identified as not having sufficient capacity to 
accommodate this expected volume of vehicles. The southbound left turn movement is 
expected to have vehicle queue lengths extend 4 or 5 vehicle lengths beyond the 
driveway entrance to the Ambassador Hotel, while the eastbound through movement 
will have vehicle queue lengths extend beyond the Cambrian Ford site. In addition, each 
southbound left turning vehicle is expected to be delayed 116 seconds before being 
able to travel through the intersection while each eastbound through vehicle is expected 
to be delayed 109 seconds. While the study has identified capacity constraints at these 
intersections, nevertheless city staff is of the opinion that the existing road network can 
sufficiently store these vehicles without impacting nearby intersections”. However, as 
identified above, some existing business driveways may be impacted by the expected 
vehicles queue lengths”, an undesirable situation which will likely with future 
development be exasperated (page 111) 
 
13. With respect to parking requirements: At times when a hockey game is scheduled at 
the arena, the site (not including the surrounding business park) would require a parking 
supply of approximately 3,335 to 3,365 spaces: • 2,615 spaces for the main arena; • 
520 to 550 spaces for the casino; and • 200 spaces for the hotel. The study has also 
identified that maintenance agreements for the parking lots may be required to ensure 
the appropriate standard of maintenance is provided and what type of arrangement 
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needs to be made to facilitate shared parking once the business park is constructed. 
There is no consideration of what the establishment of other amenities such as a motor 
sports park, a water park, or other attractions would have on traffic patterns and 
congestion. As these other amenities have received considerable attention as distinct 
possibilities they need to be factored into any traffic considerations at this time and not 
relegated to future accommodation measures which may not be practical..  

14. During the afternoon peak hour, it is expected that 600 vehicles will be travelling to 
the site and 1,575 vehicles will be leaving the site. Of these 2,175 total trips, 72% are 
expected to be generated by the remainder of the subdivision lands or the business 
park as identified in the study.  While there may be, according to Staff that there is 
sufficient capacity in the transportation network to support the vehicle trips being 
generated by the arena, casino and hotel during the afternoon peak hour, however, with 
the volume of vehicles expected to be generated by the Business Park, the study has 
identified that the intersections of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road and the Kingsway 
at Falconbridge Road do not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected 
total volume of vehicles. The study has recommended that the capacity constraint be 
mitigated by accelerating the construction of new roadway links that are identified in the 
Official Plan, specifically, the northerly extension of Street C and westerly connection to 
Falconbridge Road and the bypass around New Sudbury from Highway 17 to Maley 
Drive. (page 111) 

15. At times when a hockey game is scheduled at the arena, the site (not 
including the surrounding business park) would require a parking supply of 
approximately 3,335 to 3,365 spaces: • 2,615 spaces for the main arena; • 520 to 
550 spaces for the casino; and • 200 spaces for the hotel.  As stated previously 
there has no allowance for Festival Square parking or for sold out arena events.. 

16. The report indicates that more definition should be provided regarding the location, 
management and access to the temporary parking lots  

17. Service to and from events at the arena is being considered to be provided by 
express shuttles to the downtown terminal (and the New Sudbury Centre terminus). 
“Extra” trips on key routes serving those terminals could minimize transfer times during 
low-frequency periods. Spectators holding valid Arena tickets could be allowed to ride 
Sudbury Transit to and from the site for free or for a reduced fare. Including travel 
information with tickets would further attract spectators who are not frequent transit 
riders. The internal Site road network will also have provisions to prioritize the 
movement of transit and shuttle services and provide convenient pickup and drop-off 
areas near the arena and casino entrances, including a bus loop with a traffic signal at 
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its exit to protect bus flows onto Street A. The functionality of this loop and signal needs 
to be illustrated with a bus staging/movement drawing for clarification. The Consultant 
notes that while this TDM measure addresses parking supply, it may result in an overall 
increase in traffic when considering the additional counter-peak direction trips. 
Consultant report predicts that upwards of an hour would be required to process all 
outbound traffic from the facility whereas clearance from the present downtown arena is 
less than a half hour.in most instances due to variety of departure routes. (Memo – Post 
event exit time vs. processing time) 

Active Transportation:  

18. The Consultant sees opportunities to provide connection to the bicycle lanes on 
Bancroft Drive via Street C while considering extending this cycling route to the south 
along Levesque Street. “While this may encourage some cyclists to use these facilities 
to reach the Site, it should be noted that the OHL season occurs throughout the fall and 
winter, when cycling volumes may be lower than in summer months. Moreover, the Site 
being situated far from the City Centre would only attract cyclists from the local 
neighbourhoods, which are relatively low in number”.  

19. The studies ask the question:” What agreements that need to be in place to address 
the deficiency in the parking required by forecast demand? How would the vacant lots 
be maintained in winter to facilitate parking? The deficiency is proposed to be be 
accommodated in the long term by sharing surface parking space with business park 
lots after work hours, however, what would happen if the lots were required by both the 
arena and the business parks and for future development? The financing/structure of 
the transit shuttles needs to be described. For instance, how will free transit passes be 
provided to the attendees? Will the City pay for them, or will the Arena arrange them?” 
(These questions plus others in section 8.0 – page 10 of Peer Review Comments – 
Traffic Impact Study)   

f) g) text of relevant excerpted provisions of provincial planning policies, 
planning instruments, etc.  

1.6.6.7 Planning for storm water management shall: a) minimize, or, where possible, 
prevent increases in contaminant loads c) not increase risks to human health and safety 
and property damage  

2.2.1 Planning authorities shall protect, improve or restore the quality and quantity of 
water by: a) using the watershed as the ecologically meaningful scale for integrated and 
long-term planning, which can be a foundation for considering cumulative impacts of 
development; e) implementing necessary restrictions on development and site alteration 
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to: 1. Protect all municipal drinking water supplies and designated vulnerable areas; and 
h) ensuring storm water management practices minimize storm water volumes and 
contaminant loads, and maintain or increase the extent of vegetative and pervious 
surfaces.  

2.2.2 Development and site alteration shall be restricted in or near sensitive surface 
water features and sensitive ground water features such that these features and their 
related hydrologic functions will be protected, improved or restored. Mitigated 
measures and/or alternative development approaches may be required in order to 
protect, improve or restore sensitive surface water features, sensitive ground water 
features, and their hydrologic functions.  

Provincial Growth Plan 6.3.5 The Province will work with the federal government, 
municipalities and others to include measures to protect and preserve air quality water 
quality and quantity and natural heritage in planning for climate change impacts and 
environmental sustainability.  

 
1.6.7.1 Transportation systems should be provided which are safe, energy 
efficient, facilitate the movement of people and goods and are appropriate to 
address projected needs. 
  
1.6.7.3 As part of a multimodal transportation system connectively within and among 
transportation systems and modes should be maintained and, where possible, 
improved including connections which cross jurisdictional boundaries  
 
1.6.7.4 A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize 
the length and number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit 
and active transportation.  

And also applicable elements in PPS 1.1.1  

The vitality of settlement areas is critical to the long-term economic prosperity of our 
communities. Development pressures and land use change will vary across Ontario. It 
is in the interest of all communities to use land and resources wisely, to promote 
efficient development patterns, protect resources, promote green spaces, ensure 
effective use of infrastructure and public service facilities and minimize unnecessary 
public expenditures. 

1. Efficiently use land and resources; 2. Are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the 
infrastructure and public service facilities which are planned or available, and avoid the 
need for their unjustified and/or uneconomical expansion; 3. minimize negative 
impacts to air quality and climate change, and promote energy efficiency;  

h)  Statement of order or resolution sought from tribunal:  
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20. It would seem that there was not sufficient planning attention given to the many 
factors that make this application less attractive than what was intended and violate a 
number of Provincial Policy Statements and other relevant documents. It would appear  
that documents were prepared to support and justify the re-zoning decision without full 
and responsible regard to recognized Provincial Policy Statements or other relevant 
material and also what might be described as “common sense”.  

21.The environmental issue with respect to increased salt contamination of the 
watershed and Lake Ramsey of which there are few if any proven mitigation 
methods was not given proper evaluation especially with respect to Provincial Policy 
Statements, Source Water Protection and Official Plan directives, and relevant 
scientific documents and recognized expert opinion.  

22. The matter of location and land use is particular relevant with regards to Provincial 
Policy Statement 1.1.3 which upon examination would suggest that the current 
downtown location of the Arena is best usage for the reasons given.. This is also 
apparent through review of the transportation material that indicates that the Kingsway 
location for currently proposed and possible future use would contribute to congestion 
that could only possibly be alleviated by expensive and perhaps environmentally 
damaging new and widened road development, especially if in the watershed 
 
23. Also it is noted in Provincial Policy Statement 1.1.3 that “it is in the interest of all 
communities to use land and resources wisely, to promote efficient development 
patterns, protect resources, promote green spaces, ensure effective use of 
infrastructure and public service facilities and minimize unnecessary public 
expenditures” It would appear that the applicant has not addressed any of these 
elements particularly with respect to protecting resources, effective use of existing 
infrastructure and public service facilities and minimizing unnecessary public 
expenditures. To be more specific, other areas outside of the Ramsey Lake Watershed 
for development would protect the resource. The existing Arena and parking areas and 
the central transportation hub in the downtown would make effective use of existing 
public infrastructure and minimize unnecessary public expenditure. It should be further 
noted that this policy statement contains reference to the promotion of “intensification, 
redevelopment and compact form” and specific references to “protect public health and 
safety and the natural environment” 
 
24.Due to the reasons presented and supported by relevant Provincial Policy 
Statements and other documents referenced and referred to it is respectfully suggested 
that the is appeal be recognized and appropriate action be taken by the Authority. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 Listing of Exhibit Attachments:  
 

1. Exhibit One: Location of Parking Areas relative to Watershed 
2. Exhibit Two: Salt Level Illustration and Health Unit Warning 
3. Exhibit Three: Scientific Opinion – A.B. Bowman B.E.S. (affidavit signed) 
4. Exhibit Four: Medical Opinion – Richard Denton MD (affidavit signed) 
5. Exhibit Five: GSWA Road Salt Discussion featuring the following: 

 Dr. John Gunn (JG), Canada Research Chair, Stressed Aquatic Systems and 
Director of Vale Living with Lakes Centre • Dr. Charles Ramcharan (CR), 
Associate Professor, School of the Environment, Laurentian University • Anoop 
Naik (AN), Water Resources Specialist, Conservation Sudbury with input from 
Nels Conroy, Chair of the Source Protection Committee.  
 
 



Location of Kingsway Entertainment District
in relation to Ramsey Lake Watershed
There is irrefutable professional opinion and evidence that sodium chloride (salt) being
soluble, is not possible to capture by any employable means and eventually enters the
environment including the recharge area of Lake Ramsey and eventually the lake itself.
There are no effective mitigation methods other than reduced usage, however that could
result in possible litigation related to safety, and even reduced usage will still contribute
over time significant amounts to the local environment.



Salt Concentration in Lake Ramsey
plus Drinking Water Advisory Notice

Note the recognized increase over time of both sodium and chloride. Sudbury
recognizes the 100 mg/L “taste” level for sodium but not the 20 mg/L limit for those
on salt restricted diet as d other municipalities in posted public notices. The limit for
threat to acquatic life is 120 mg/L and the local level now over 100 mg/L

















 
 

The purpose of the event was to raise an awareness, and to explore possible 
solutions to rising sodium and chloride levels in Ramsey Lake, a primary source 
of drinking water for over 50,000 residents in the City of Sudbury.          
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Summary Report prepared by the: 
Drinking Water Protection Committee 
Greater Sudbury Watershed Alliance 
 
For additional information please contact info@GSWA.ca.  
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The Greater Sudbury Watershed Alliance (GSWA) held a Road Salt Discussion event on 5 
February 2018, at the Vale Living with Lakes Center.  The purpose of the event was to raise an 
awareness, and to explore possible solutions to increasing sodium and chloride levels in Ramsey 
Lake, a primary source of drinking water for over 50,000 residents in the City of Sudbury.  The 
L  sodium levels are approaching three times the level at which the Medical Officer of Health 
must be notified so patients on sodium-restricted diets can be alerted; and chloride levels are 
rapidly approaching a level that can harm aquatic life. 
 
GSWA has formally expressed concern to the City with regard to the additional winter road salt 
required to service the Second Avenue Industrial Improvements, the proposed Casino parking 
lot, and the numerous other road projects proposed in the recent Transportation Study Report. 
These developments, as well as the proposed Arena parking lot, would result in an increase in 
hard-surface road and parking areas within the Ramsey Lake Watershed, and would mean a 
significant increase in sodium and chloride concentrations, elements of road salt, in Ramsey Lake.   
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GSWA has also expressed concern that the Ramsey Lake Sub-Watershed Study is not 
adequately considering the road salt issue and, to that point, a poster board at the 3rd Public 
Information Center, hosted by the City, described the rising sodium and chloride concentrations 

have increased but are within accepted limits  
 
Richard Denton, Chair of the GSWA, facilitated and opened up the Road Salt Discussion with a 
welcome to panelists and attendees, and made an introductory presentation to provide an 
overview of G  
 
Dr. John Gunn, Canada Research Chair, Stressed Aquatic Systems and Director of Vale Living 
with Lakes Centre, suggested that the City should focus on long-term vision and planning when 
it comes to protecting our lakes, and approving development.  He expressed concern that the 
Ramsey Lake Sub-Watershed Study fails to reflect a made in Sudbury solution, and said there is 
a need for the same kind of investment in our lakes as we are putting into large local 
developments.  Dr. Gunn also pointed out that salt is simply a signature and synthesis of all the 
other insults we do on the land, and the failures we have had in Ramsey Lake are expressed in 
tangible ways that people care about, in what you can see, smell, and taste.  Property values and 
thus the tax base will be heavily impacted as water quality degrades and the quality of life in 

-tech industry nor entices our children back to this 
area. 
 
Dr. Charles Ramcharan, Associate Professor, School of the Environment, Laurentian University, 
warned that even at the lower end of elevated salt levels we are seeing some effects on diatoms 
and eventually some effects on green algae, and that reducing the competitiveness of these 
species favours blue-green algae.  He also emphasized the need for the City to have a hydrology 
budget to tell us how much salt is coming from the landscape, and what the different sources are. 
 
Anoop Naik, Water Resources Specialist, Conservation Sudbury, informed us that the Source 
Water Protection Authority has authored an Assessment Report, under the Clean Water Act, to 
characterize the watershed, and under water quality threats and issues, road salt, sodium and 
chloride, are now identified as water quality issues. 
 
Those attending also offered many potential solutions, such as using less road salt, using 
alternative de-icers, and/or using only sand within the Ramsey Lake Watershed. A great deal of 
concern was also expressed with regard to the additional road salt that will be required to de-ice 
a 27-acre Casino parking lot, and there was a suggestion of diverting its run-off into the adjacent 
watershed. Prevention was also emphasized, in 
development in and around a public drinking water source. 
 
The Road Salt Discussion was deemed by many to be a huge success.  It attracted approximately 
65 participants, including members of City Council, Conservation Sudbury and its Source Water 
Protection Committee.  The event also generated several articles and interviews that can be found 
linked on the GSWA Blog. 
 
Next steps for GSWA is to review and provide comments on the Ramsey Lake Sub-Watershed 
Study when it is released sometime this spring; and to partner with the City of Sudbury on a Road 
Salt Pamphlet to help educate and inform the public on what they can do to help reduce sodium 
and chloride levels in local water bodies. 
 
GSWA recommends reading the full report for a more fulsome accounting of the Road Salt 
Discussion. 
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What follows are key excerpts from the Road Salt Discussion, both from the Science Panel and 
those who participated in the discussion.  Panel Members were: 

 Dr. John Gunn (JG), Canada Research Chair, Stressed Aquatic Systems and Director of 
Vale Living with Lakes Centre 

 Dr. Charles Ramcharan (CR), Associate Professor, School of the Environment, 
Laurentian University 

 Anoop Naik (AN), Water Resources Specialist, Conservation Sudbury 
 

Nels Conroy (NC), Chair of the Source Protection Committee, was also in attendance and made 
an excellent contribution to the discussion. 

The following are excerpts from a transcript of the event: 

The City expressed a clear and magnificent vision through  
the 100-year Ramsey Lake Plan  it was a really exciting time   

that plan is now a quarter of the way through. What have we achieved?   
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More than 25 years have 
all imagined at the time. A vision that something extremely special in planning and design was 
going to happen in Sudbury, that would make this a City of Lakes where kids would want to stay.JG 
 

One of the ways to make it special is to make the same kind of investment  
into the lakes as we are willing to invest in casinos or the Performing Arts Center.  

 
It needs that same scale of thinking and investment to make this a really attractive city with clean 
water where a quality of life and a knowledge infrastructure is surrounded by lakes, and a place 
to compete with Toronto or Silicon Valley. JG 
 

What we fail to bring together in the  
Ramsey Lake Sub-Watershed Study is a made in Sudbury solution.  

 
-power to try some new things and do something different 

with the watershed plans. 
that are used elsewhere to the same effect with salt levels continuing to build up over time. JG 

 
Salt is a synthesis of all the mistreatment and failed 

management efforts we make on the land. 
 
The thing that disturbs me most about salt is it is simply a signature of all the other insults we do 
on the land - if salt makes it to the water, then everything else makes it to the water too. We need 
to start to think of how we can stop or slow these processes down. JG 
 
 
The kind of predictive models of salt effects that other communities use are often 

driven by first assessing percent impermeable surfaces in the watershed.  For 
example, does your lake have more than 1% hard surfaces? 

 
Such models have any areas that have less than 1% - we 

-off of water and salt is always very 
rapid.  Then we have tens of thousands of tons of metal particulate still in our soil  copper, nickel, 
zinc  100 years of deposition.  When you open a new road bed and you spread salt, during 
construction or whatever, you leach out the organics and metals stored in the soil. JG 

 
 

 
was constructed to Coniston that Perch Lake and Lake 

Laurentian exhibited spikes in road salt. The same thing happened after the bypass was 
constructed to Lively - Hannah and Middle Lakes  salt levels spiked. JG 
 

With our rocky thin soil, we have very little resistance to the  
hydraulic changes of climate change, and the current  

sub-watershed study is not facing this future at all. 
 

Sudbury is a drought prone city, but flashy at the same time.  Such landscapes need different 
management 
not only miserable for skiers, but we now need to design our culverts, our infrastructure, and our 
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salt management strategies, with this season shift in mind?  I hope we can describe what those 
might be for Sudbury. JG 
 

Most Sudburians are happier if the lakes are clear and clean. 
 

 vast majority of the public if I stand up here and appear to be a tree-
hugger  and talk about aspects of lake ecosystems that 
bugs, and fish and invertebrates. JG 
 

If we are going to effectively engage the public, we need to  
link the salt issue to things the public care deeply about. 

 
Algae blooms is one concern we all share.  People truly care about what can you see, what 
can you smell, and what can you taste? JG 
 

The water clarity issue, algae, is probably a good way to  
galvanize support for this issue. 

 
We have identified phosphorus as a major problem, but w been able to convince the city 
or the citizens to manage phosphorus any better than we have before. JG 

 
I think salt will trigger algal changes that  

are going to be truly troublesome. 
 

Salt not only leaches nutrients from freshly disturbed soils but creates anoxic zones in lakes. I 
es given to blue-

green algae over healthy green algae as we salt up our lakes. In high salinity areas, cyanobacteria 
blooms occur   
nutrient additions that accompany the salt are likely going to make this transition happen. JG 
 

  You can convert lost  
property value to algae, to tax base, to arenas, whatever way you like. 

 
In the State of Maine, for every loss of about a foot or two of lake water clarity, property values 

s to about 
$20,000 to $30,000. Across the lake, about $20,000,000 or more of lost property value might then 
occur.  As we pollute lake after lake we then lose our property value and our tax base. JG 
 

So, you can express increasing algae and declining lake water  
quality as lost property value, a big hit to the tax base - as much money  

as it might take for instance to build an arena.  Lake deterioration is a big deal! 
 

ere because you live on lakes. The quality of life and the property values that people 
would like to maintain if they were to come to Sudbury and build a high-tech industry or a 
chromium smelter. JG 
 

When we start to look at rising salt levels in our lakes, we are  
simply looking at poor management of our watersheds. 
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That lost opportunity is that we will never become the . If we 
allow the lakes to deteriorate again, your kids and grandchildren  back 
to Sudbury  as simple as that.  . JG 
 

Our stormwater management ponds where salt accumulates are not managed. 
 

go looking for ways of collecting and gathering the salt.  We have made a good job of where to 
put snow dumps, but are we going to see the vision that the Ramsey Lake Management Plan had 
 it was a glorious vision. JG 

 
We need some new thinking about how to do all those things.   

The old thinking is in front of us here. 
 

ally acute events, maybe a snow melt.  We could have designed that into 
catchment ponds or tried other ways of dealing with it, but the persistent, steady deterioration 
means we have to reduce our use, and be very careful of bringing salt into the watershed and 
taking as much as we can out of the watershed. JG  

 
Algae is another one that we should be able to come together and  

agree that a $50,000,000 to $100,000,000 investment in  
clean water in our lakes is the scale that deserves attention. 

 
I left it as just a big issue that I think ultimately translates down to algal effects will be even worse.  

some smart groups working hard on new techniques as best we can. JG 
 

But what you see in these systems is the integration of effects. 
 

Some of the more sensitive organisms are freshwater mussels  
 

mussels.  About 65% of the species that are in North America are on the endangered list, not the 
threatened list.  Then moving up from there, there are effects on some fish species and then 
effects on invertebrates as well, which tend to be further down the list. CR 

 
 

effects on diatoms and eventually some effects on green algae, and as John  
said, reducing the competitiveness of these species favours blue-green algae. 

 
One of the most important things in water chemistry for determining how much phosphorus is 
available for algae is ionic strength of the water, and if you increase ionic strength you do get 

-green and other algae as well.   there is 
 CR 

 
 

 

system, 
freeze/thaw cycles that are more extreme. CR 
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I would love to see a water budget for the City, a hydrology budget that tells us 

how much is coming in from different sources  then we could  
evaluate how much salt is coming from the landscape. 

 
People are putting salt on at their homes, commercial lots, and how much is coming from the 
roads that the City is able to control. CR 
 

Ramsey Lake is right in the middle of the City,  
and it has various types of stress. 

 
So, when I was looking at the data, sodium and chloride concentrations range anywhere from 
between .02 mg to close to 65, 70 and sometimes I have seen 200 mg on certain watercourses.  

- most samples were collected during 
the spring freshet. AN 
 

 
working under the Clean Water Act. AN 

 
John also mentioned that there used to be open salt storage not far away from Ramsey Lake, 
right along the wetlands of Frobisher Creek.  So, a lot has changed and is changing slowly. 
 

Because we authored the Assessment Report,  
I know the water quality dat  

 
Once we hear from the MOECC we might update the graph you saw, which ends at 2013  once 
we get a little more data we can update it rather than arbitrarily extending that trend line.  I would 

is an increasing trend. AN 
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How difficult would it be to get the City to conserve each and every wetland that 
we have in the entire watershed area, because wetlands help filter  

and improve water quality in our lakes? 
 

We definitely should be protecting wetlands for many, many purposes, especially as we go into a 
drought future. JG 
 

I think Ramsey Lake as it stands is an embarrassment as a drinking water 
reservoir.  It  

 
So practically speaking I drink the water, 

is give me potable water.   
 

Although I know there are challenges here, why do you allow ice huts in the 
winter on your reservoir when other jurisdictions put fences around theirs.   

 
In Vancouver, the only way you get to look at the reservoir is when you walk across a suspension 

 see anything there but water. So, to me, 

variation in water quality, but we have 50,000 people drinking out of that lake.   
 

As one of the people drinking out of that lake I want to know that the  
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City is thinking about this reservoir where I am. 
 

water from Wanapitei?  It seems like the City has been doing everything to make the situation 
worse, not better.  All I hear about is some guys going to the OMB to fight for his development 

   
 

 
that we keep all non-conforming uses at a distance, and  

I think we have to admit that this is not a good drinking water reservoir. 
 

So now, what are you going to do for 50,000 people  are you going to buy my water for me?  I 

drinking water. 
 

A newspaper article came out in the Sudbury Star  
over the weekend, and suggested that the sodium and  

chloride  
 

with a 27-acre parking lot at the top of the watershed, and what would be an 
effective means of mitigating that large parking area with over 2,000 parking 
spots?  Is there any way to protect Ramsey Lake, our drinking water source,  

from the run-off of a large parking lot like that? 
 

I just want to add to what Linda said about the new casino. Storm Water Management is based 
on the 2003 Stormwater Best Management Practices and Guidelines, so based on that then the 
water quality objective was primarily focused on suspended solids, but not road salt or anything 
else. So unfortunately, we are kind of stuck with what is happening there. Only the new guidelines, 
or the new updated Stormwater Manuel might help better focus on water quality. AN 

 
There is an opportunity in that particular case to basically divert all the parking lots over to East 
Romford Creek, and thus not increase the chloride loadings into Ramsey Lake.  Empties into 
Coniston Creek, and then into the Wanapitei River  so that would protect Ramsey Lake. It does 
protect the drink
practically it can be done. 

 
There is a very nice sign just down the road that was put up  

 
 

on it, but the guys, they drop the salt, what they want to. 
watershed group we have to get back to the City and to our Councillors to see what the band aide 

solution in the near future.  Use beat juice, leftover alcohol from a brewing plant, whatever you 
want, what we have to face here is to stop using salt.  

 
 

We spend X amount of dollars on salt each year, take that and put it into  
extra grader time and sand, instead of salt, and try and have a program like that. 
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do a cost-benefit analysis versus the cost of the salt and all the damaging effects that it has.  
 it can be done almost immediately if Council decided 

 
 

 
we can live without it when there are other jurisdictions  

take a serious look at it. 
 

I think there are some very simple things that can be done very quickly to start the process of 
people becoming more aware and be more supportive of it. 
 

The City is now making their 5-year plan, and we  
should be giving them this as a priority because just as you  

jokingly said you  
 

We have got more hypertension, more diabetes, more health problems in this area than the rest 

for 53 years and worked in this community here.  I know the health problems are directly related 
to a lot of our environmental problems. 

 
 

about 50 mg/L of Chloride, and we are at 100 now. 
 

2100 here in Sudbury?  What is our grand plan for the future? 
to look at.  As John put it very nicely, are we going to have a liveable community or are we going 
to have a desolate community. - ld 

- -green our 
lakes. 
 

The core of mitigation is to understand the problem in the first place. 
 

I just wanted to emphasize that if we had a detailed hydrological profile for the City and we knew 
what the inputs were into Ramsey, that might help answer this question because then we know 
how much is coming in from the roads directly, or from residential and commercial properties.  
That would really help. CR 

 
I was hoping that was the type of  

information we would get out of the watershed studies.   
 
I was hoping we were spending that kind of money on those quality firms that would bring those 

loss from storage, I have not seen too many other exciting new ideas.  Just like we did with sulphur 
dioxide, it comes down to reducing at the source.  We have to find ways to limit the amount of 

see any magic. JG 
 

When we look at the areas in southern  
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The Source [Water] Protection Plan is in fact law, and when the Risk Management Plan for salt 
management are brought before the [Source Protection] Committee, and the Committee approves 

e 

plan will be rewritten. We will have to look at it again and again and again.  The Source Protection 
Committee worked hard to develop plans that include Risk Management Plans on how they pour 
salt, how they use salt in parking lots, and also includes a bunch of education and outreach 
programs where the public can buy-in to how they can help reduce it.  All that will accomplish is 

magic here.NC 
 

I had the honour of sitting on the Lake Simcoe Act,  
and it was considered the gold standard for Ontario. 

 
Development could not proceed without meeting very, very high standards under their new 

e here, that we carry forth on construction 
and building codes anywhere near as rigorously as Barrie is doing.  So, I believe there are 
opportunities in retrofits and new development, that we should be as rigorous as the southern 
communities are. JG 

 
In the past we used to dig up ore and lay it on fields of trees  

 
and we thought that was a good idea  we got what we wanted out of it.  We 

realize now how bad that idea was bad for the environment,  
and we changed what we did. 

 

and everything else
 a little bit 

less salt, using sand.  Then deciding, do we need a lot more roads in the watershed, can we do 
without, can we go a little slower, should we not go down to bare roads, can we leave a little snow 
on the roads.  So, I think this is a good first step in thinking about how to move forward.  

 
If you look at the species list, if you want to include some biology  

in this as well, the most sensitive organisms that we lose are the natural  
water cleaners.  The daphnia and the freshwater mussels are the first to go, and those 

are the things that keep our water clean. 
 

So, I think when we go out to schools or any other groups, the road salt issue clearly resonates 

the lakes and the loss of aesthetics of the lakes which will have an impact. JG 
 
 

I often get calls from real estate people wanting to  
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move clients to Sudbury and wanting to know what the quality of  
the water is in a particular lake, and that makes a huge financial choice. 

 
that building and construction codes should just take that into cost of doing 

loss of those values, are something that should bring attention to this issue.  If you tried to put a 

 JG 
 

 
creating mo  

like anoxia, oxygen problems, and phosphorus coming back. 
 

So, I think we can capture the imagination and the support of the public with the algal issues  
a way of visualizing it anyway. JG 

 
We need a key fundamental shift in the attitude at City Hall. 

 

flood plain, and the Councillors agreed, and they said, take it out of the f lood plain.  Then they 
met behind closed doors and they made those concessions to the developer, and they said okay 

 
 

Perhaps we need that 100-year plan, and we need  
vision where we can establish goals and priorities and values  

that we can figure out what activities we want to do. 
 

Maybe we need to focus our activities on what we call our jewel in the City, before we tarnish our 

saying John.  That there are lots of ways to generate income, not just property values, but income 
through a green economy.  By being innovative we can gain back our reputation, but maybe we 

st it, maybe we need to build on it.  We can have a green economy and have everyone 
 

 
The current road salt reduction program and risk management program,  

have you seen any significant improvement in water quality,  
in the amount of sodium and chloride in our lakes? 

 
So there are two parts, one of them is that if you look at the sodium and chloride graph in our 
assessment report, somewhere early in 2000 you can see a shift in the pattern of concentration.  
There was much more diverse availability of the sodium and chloride distribution.  But somewhere 

to 6 roads, 
salt and sand was applied, and those kinds of distribution.  So, we are still trying to understand 
how it correlates.AN 
 

The best vehicle, and possibly the only one for institutional land in  
mall parking lots is a site plan 
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management plan, and by old, I mean a decade old, then probably not.  So, one of the issues 
with our Source Protection Plan is we want all those areas to have Risk Management Plans, and 
those will be negotiated between the owner and the City on behalf of the Source Protection 
Committee.NC 
 

It is not just that they do a lot of salting  but they do do a lot of salting. 
 

submit NC 
 

 been working with the developers,  
 

and it works. 
 

from and what the impacts are, what the long-term impacts would be on biota, as well as on 
humans.  John brought up example of Lake Simcoe, and other people have as well.  Lake Simcoe 
enjoys the benefit of being the only lake in Ontario that actually has a line item in the Provincial 
budget because of the Lake Simcoe Act, and a lot of that money goes into research. CR  
 

If we can have proper models that run the City, predict the future with  
climate change, we can possibly make far more efficient management decisions. 

 

phosphorus, all the common knowledge we had going into it proved to be wrong.  About 60% of 
the phosphorus was coming from the atmosphere through poorly managed soil piles, and 
construction sites - dust.  That model helped show a way forward in managing construction sites, 
that was extremely helpful.  That is the sort of opportunity we might have in the future here. JG 

 
I think there has to be some recommendation from this Committee  

that the Public Health Unit make that as part of their mandate for the next 5-years. 
 

We have to move this forward, not just as an academic thing, but this is a health issue.  We have 
got lots of other issues about this, but it is a major health issue for our residents and citizens in 
this whole area.  
 

Is there any chance that the second thing from this meeting  
could be the elimination of the salt, and the enrichment of using  

 
 

Is it feasible for this organization to apply for an exemption of the provincial bare pavement policy 
within the 
four. 
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What once was thought of as a great idea is not  
thought of as a great idea a few years down the line. 

 
Unfortunately, chloride-based salts are the most abundantly available de-icing agents, and not 
the best one. I know some of our counterpart CAs are working with municipalities to find 

have yet to come out.  Having said that, most of them are doing some form of dilution of some 
chloride- -free solutions out there. AN 

 
Liability is the biggest thing which drives most of the people applying road salt. 

 
I keep criticizing how lawyers and insurance companies are dictating our day-to-day work, 
unfortunately.  I keep criticizing how lawyers and insurance companies are dictating our day-to-
day work, unfortunately. 
 

These are answerable questions - not rocket science.  
 If we had a set of studies, we could be talking about this knowledgeably,  

and from there we formulate the plan. 
 

 CR 

 
 

do something different, we really have to stay the course on this. 
 

There are different groups with different angles that will tackle the major challenges, and the one 
 JG 

 
I think we have got to push hard, and  

I would like to see that vision of 1990 brought back. 
 
That we start to use our lakes as our primary focus in our logos and our images and start to 
make Sudbury the City of Lakes again.  I think hard decisions at Council might be loosened up a 
little bit at that time. JG 
 

So, look at the solutions proposed  
- less salt, no salt, more sand, less polluting Ramsey Lake  

or Wanapitei Lake. Prevention is the way to go. RD 

 


